
GCSEs

KS2-3 

Transition

Attend Year 6 Day 

in which a 

positive ethos of 

the school is 

promoted.

Have a positive 

attitude to  the 

personalised learning/ 

intervention provided 

by your teacher based 

on your KS2 QLA.

Read a different 

independent reading book 

every half-term to 

expand vocabulary and 

aid communication skills –

links to a career in 

administration.

Develop understanding of 

QWPETEC and language 

analysis. 

Practise communicating in 

a journalistic style through 

report writing.

Practice your communication 

skills by joining in a group, 

morality based, discussion– links 

to a career in journalism.

Sign up to Dove Cottage 

trip (independent 

investigation). Careers 

link: museum curator, 

historian.

Sign up for the independent  

NaNoWriMo writing challenge.Options: 

Independent 

decision making 

skills from 

English drawn 

upon (finding the 

most pertinent 

quotation, apt 

terminology and 

PALL).

End of year assessment 

‘Heroes‘ provides an 

opportunity to monitor 

progress in respect to the 

importance of skills and 

building on past 

knowledge. Also, the 

importance of 

determination reinforced 

as a key component of 

success.

Revisit note making skills 

to make sure you 

understand them so they 

can become viable 

revision tools.

Developing 

understanding of 

Victorian life and 

times, honing 

collaborative and 

investigative skills.

Complete an independent 

filmed presentation task 

and respond to questions

to show communication 

skills. Career links: formal 

presentations within the 

work place.

Show that you can draw on 

prior knowledge: English 

Literature and Language –

embedding understanding 

gained at KS3 into KS4.

Be determined to attend 

the Year 10 targeted 

Intervention Sessions. Be 

positive in these sessions.

Develop collaborative 

revision skills to 

ensure success in the 

Yr10 mock.
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Develop persuasive

speech skills to become 

an effective 

communicator. Careers: 

customer services & HR.

Millom School 

Learning 

Journey: 

English

End of year 

assessment: 

Shakespeare –

demonstrate 

independent 

annotating and 

note making 

skills.

End o unit assessments 

provide  opportunities to 

monitor progress in respect 

to the importance of skills 

and building on past 

knowledge. Also, the 

importance of 

determination reinforced as 

a key component of success.

Be determined to visit the 

library on a regular basis.

Make sure you read a 

variety of genres so your 

vocabulary and 

communication skills 

increase.

Show independence 

- use the library for 

revision.

Be determined 

to visit the 

library – read 

both fiction and 

non fiction texts, 

independently.

Investigate current affairs 

by watching/reading the 

news to become socially 

and culturally aware. 

Collaborate with your 

learning partners when 

studying the careers based 

‘News’ unit.

Attend Year 5 Day 

in which a 

positive ethos of 

the school is 

promoted.


